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The DLC package contains 2 special resource cards which can be redeemed for a small boost to help Harkyn get started:
● Attribute Points Card
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lords of the fallen - the foundation boost

This DLC is small help in the beginning of the game. Gives extra heal potion and two points of atribute. Always something but
price is not adequate to its rewards.. Waste of money. Not needed.. This DLC is small help in the beginning of the game. Gives
extra heal potion and two points of atribute. Always something but price is not adequate to its rewards.. Really helped me during
an encounter with a Lord, since I'm not a Pro. Just enough to get that extra boost to a stat of your preference..
u2665u2665u2665u2665ing exploiting steam so i can't refund thisu2665u2665u2665u2665u2665u2665game.. pay to win dlc,
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also barely makes difference.. Waste of money. Not needed.. This pack at least holds more weight than the arcane pack. It's a
very minor boost, but a welcome one. It's not worth picking up at $2, but it's worth having in the complete edition. Makes the
first fight a little easier, and gives you an extra health potion over non-buyers. Can be useful. It's basically a paid buff to your
character. Not recommended as a standalone purchase if you have the game but not the DLC, but recommended as a DLC if
you are looking at buying the complete edition.
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